
Powerbank Baseus Magnetic Mini 10000mAh, USB-C 30W MagSafe ( Ref: 6932172642792
Powerbank Baseus Magnetic Mini 10000mAh 30W MagSafe (blue)

Baseus Magnetic Mini 10000mAh 30W MagSafe magnetic powerbank (blue).
Charge your  devices without  interference with the Baseus Magnetic  Mini.  The powerbank is  equipped with a  USB-C port  and supports
wireless charging. It stands out with a capacity of 10,000 mAh and has LED lights that allow you to monitor the battery's charge status at
any  time.  It  also  supports  the  PD  30  W  fast  charging  protocol.  It  also  offers  a  retractable  cable  that  makes  it  easy  to  charge  the
powerbank and other devices.
 
Wired and wireless charging
This product supports both wired and wireless charging for greater convenience. It supports 30W fast wired charging, which means your
iPhone can be charged up to 55% in just 30 minutes! In addition, it supports wireless charging with 15W max.
 
Compatible and durable
This practical powerbank will easily charge most popular devices, including iPhone 12-14 series, Samsung and Google brand devices, as
well as wireless earphones, smartwatches, electric toothbrushes and more. Plus, thanks to its 10,000 mAh capacity, you don't have to
charge it  often.  On a single charge it  will  renew the energy of  the iPhone 14 about 1.7 times,  and the Huawei Mate 40 Pro about 1.2
times.
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Safe to use
Thanks  to  its  high-quality  polymer-lithium  battery,  using  the  powerbank  is  safe.  It  offers  protection  against  overvoltage,  overcurrent,
overcharging/discharging, short circuit overheating, etc. What's more, it meets international air transport standards, allowing you to take
it on the go.
 
Thoughtful design
The product is characterized by its light weight and compact size, allowing you to conveniently carry it with you at all times. In addition,
it  has  been  designed  to  allow  you  to  conveniently  wirelessly  charge  your  smartphone  in  the  case  and  without  blocking  the  phone's
camera. Thanks to the built-in magnets with a high attraction force, it ensures the stability of the device placed on it. The surface is also
pleasant to the touch and prevents accidental slipping from your hand.
 
Included
powerbank
USB-C to USB-C cable
	Manufacturer	
	Baseus
	Manufacturer code	
	P1002210B333-00
	Color	
	Blue
	Weight	
	approx. 216 g
	Battery	
	Lithium polymer
	Capacity	
	10,000 mAh
	Rated capacity	
	5800 mAh
	Energy conversion factor	
	> 75%
	Input voltage	
	USB-C / USB-C cable: 5V/3A, 9V/2A, 12V/1.5A
	Output voltage	
	USB-C / USB-C cable: 5V/3A, 9V/2A, 12V/1.5A; max. 5V/3A
	Power (wireless charging)	
	5/7.5/10/15 W

Price:

€ 55.81

Smartphone accessories, Power Banks, 20000 mAh
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